<Jungian Psychology Lecture Series>
Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology

Lecturer | Dr. Chie Lee
Why should we read the book “Ego and Archetype”?
"Ego and Archetype" has been listed as a must-read book at Jungian analysis training centers
around the world. it is always one of the top and most important books in the training
requirements of the International Association of Analytical Psychology (IAAP) for routers. This is
a rare book that clearly explains Jung's ideas without losing its original essence.
Edward F. Edinger was an important analyst among Jung's followers. He brought Jung's ideas
to a new generation of American analysts through lectures and writings. He is widely regarded as
the most important Jungian analyst trained from United States. In 1972, Edward Edinger's writing
“Ego and Archetype” was published, which elaborated in great detail the complex relationship
between ego, the Self and archetype. People have come to realize that the work carried out by
Edward Edinger and his published works can, to a great extent, provide a clear and structured
interpretation of Jung's theories and thoughts without detracting from their subtleness and depth.
Over the past few months, Chie Lee has spent eight lectures detailing "Anatomy of the
Psyche," helping us to understand the many images associated with alchemy from a
psychotherapeutic perspective. Reading Anatomy of the Psyche first is a preparation for reading
Ego and Archetype.
The course “Anatomy of the Psyche” has just come to a close, we invite Chie Lee to continue
the 10-lecture series on the book “Ego and Archetype”, which will begin on 10th of April, 2021,
to explore the dialogue between the human self and the image of God.

About Edward F. Edinger
Edward F. Edinger was born in State of Iowa, USA
shortly after Jung and Wilhelm met in German.
Edward F. Edinger, who was trained and became
Jungian analyst in Unites States, was an important
member of C. G. Jung Institute of New York and
served as its president since 1968. He moved to Los
Angeles after stepping down as president and
continued his clinical and theoretical works at C.G.
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Jung Institute of Los Angeles.
Edinger’s writings involves four themes: clinic, culture, alchemy and Jung’s myth for
modern man (that is, the psychological salvation in traditional religions). Due to these
achievements, Edinger is also considered as one of the most important Jungian scholars in
United States.

Lecturer: Chie Lee
Born in Shanghai, grew up in Macau. She went to
Los Angeles and settled down there afterwards.
Graduated from University of Southern California
School of Dentistry
Graduated from Received Jungian analyst certification in
2000
One of the earliest ethnic Chinese who obtain the
qualification

In the 1980s, Chie Lee had already graduated from the University of Southern California
School of Dentistry and started practicing dentistry in Los Angeles. Meanwhile, Edinger also
moved from New York to the West Coast, where he began giving regular lectures at C.G. Jung
Institute of Los Angeles. Chie Lee attended every lecture he gave. According to the law of
California, psychotherapists must have license, and psychotherapist qualification is also required
to be a Jungian analyst. In order to become a Jungian analyst, Chie Lee decided to study
psychology, and graduated from Pacific Graduate School of Psychology in 1990 and became
qualified psychotherapist. She formally entered C.G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles and became
Edinger’s student - although she had already been a familiar student of Edinger many years ago.
Chie Lee completed her training at C.G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles and became first
batch of Chinese Jungian analysts in 2000. By this time, she had been studying in Jung
psychology realm for nearly two decades. Because of this, she was immediately hired as a
mentor at C.G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles after graduated. In 2010, she became President of
C.G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles. In 2019, she was elected to the Executive committee of C.G.
Jung Institute of Los Angeles and became one of the nine executive members of IAAP.
From the 1980s to the 2000s, Chie Lee went from a student who listened to Edinger's lectures
to a lecturer who speaks of Edinger's wisdom. She has been exposed to Edinger's writings and
knowledge for nearly four decades. If we would like to read, understand and apply Edinger's
knowledge, Chie Lee must be our most suitable guide.
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Organized by Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology (TSAP)
Implemented by You Zhi Psychology Center
Co-organized by PsyGarden Publishing Company, Taiwan Institute of
Psychotherapy
Lecture arrangement:
• Lecture platform: Zoom
• Qualification requirements:
This lecture series is an advanced course of Jung's psychology, involving a large number
of clinical materials (e.g., case studies, dreams, etc.). Participations should have basic
clinical knowledge and certain degree of clinical experience.

•

Lecture language: English
No Chinese translation. English is also required for on-site questioning and
communication. Therefore, participations must have a certain level of English listening
and speaking ability. If trainee’s English level is average, they can still participate in the
course. Participations can watch the video with English subtitles or Chinese subtitles
after the lecture. Subtitles cannot be completed in time, please be sure to understand in
advance.

•

Course preparation:
Participations can read the materials before attending lectures.

•

How to proceed:
Each lecture is based on a chapter of the book. Professor Lee will give a 45 to 60 minutes
lecture on the current chapter, followed by 30-45 minutes for discussion and questions.
The lecture will last 90 minutes.

•

Certificate:
An e-Cert will be provided by Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology after this lecture
series.
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Lecture progress:
2021/04/10

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 1

The Inflated Ego

2021/04/18

Sun. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 2

The Alienated Ego

2021/04/24

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 3

Encounter with the Self

2021/05/08

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 4

The Search for Meaning

2021/05/16

Sun. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 5

Christ as Paradigm of the Individuated Ego

2021/05/22

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 6

Being an Individual

2021/05/29

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 7

The Trinity Archetype and the Dialectic of
Development

2021/06/05

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 8

Metaphysics and the Unconscious

2021/06/12

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 9

The Blood of Christ

2021/06/19

Sat. AM 8:00-9:30

Lecture 10

The Philosophers’ Stone

About the Reading Ego and Archetype
This book is about the individual's journey to psychological
wholeness, which is known in analytical psychology as the process
of individuation. Edward Edinger traces the stages in this process
and relates them to the search for meaning through encounters
with symbolism in religion, myth, dreams, and art. For
contemporary men and women, Edinger believes, the encounter
with the self is equivalent to the discovery of God. The result of
the dialogue between the ego and the archetypal image of God is
an experience that dramatically changes the individual's
worldview and makes possible a new and more meaningful way of
life.
From https://www.amazon.com/Ego-Archetype-Individuation-Religious-Foundation-ebook/dp/B01M4MRZM8

Lecture fee: $160 USD
The members who have taken the course "Chie Lee-Anatomy of the Psyche" will receive 5% off:
USD 152.
Remittance Information:
E.SUN Commercial Bank, Ltd.（玉山銀行）
SWIFT CODE: ESUNTWTPXXX
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 0576-940-013253
NAME: Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology（臺灣榮格心理學會）
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Bank Address: No.115 and 117, Sec.3, Minsheng E.Rd., Taipei City 10546,Taiwan
Bank Tel：+886 2 27002405
Bank Fax：+886 2 27099230
If you pay via PayPal, due to the extra service fee, the total charges in US dollar is as follows:
Non-TSAP members: $165 USD
The members who have taken the course "Chie Lee-Anatomy of the Psyche" will receive 5%
off: $157 USD.
PayPal address: analyticalpsy.tw@gmail.com
Please fill in the form to complete the registration: https://forms.gle/LQP4yCCBcTZfb8in7
After registration and remittance, please email to analyticalpsy.tw@gmail.com with your
name, date of remittance, the last five digits of the remittance account number and the amount
of remittance. The registration process will not be completed until the reconciliation is finished.
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